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Abstract: People suffering from neuromuscular disorders such as locked-in syndrome (LIS)
are left in a paralyzed state with preserved awareness and cognition. In this study, it was
hypothesized that changes in local hemodynamic activity, due to the activation of Broca’s area
during overt/covert speech, can be harnessed to create an intuitive Brain Computer Interface based
on Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS). A 12-channel square template was used to cover inferior
frontal gyrus and changes in hemoglobin concentration corresponding to six aloud (overtly) and six
silently (covertly) spoken words were collected from eight healthy participants. An unsupervised
feature extraction algorithm was implemented with an optimized support vector machine for
classification. For all participants, when considering overt and covert classes regardless of
words, classification accuracy of 92.88 ± 18.49% was achieved with oxy-hemoglobin (O2Hb) and
95.14 ± 5.39% with deoxy-hemoglobin (HHb) as a chromophore. For a six-active-class problem of
overtly spoken words, 88.19 ± 7.12% accuracy was achieved for O2Hb and 78.82 ± 15.76% for HHb.
Similarly, for a six-active-class classification of covertly spoken words, 79.17 ± 14.30% accuracy was
achieved with O2Hb and 86.81 ± 9.90% with HHb as an absorber. These results indicate that a control
paradigm based on covert speech can be reliably implemented into future Brain–Computer Interfaces
(BCIs) based on NIRS.
Keywords: brain computer interface; near infrared spectroscopy; overt and covert speech;
unsupervised feature extraction; Broca’s area; decoding speech

1. Introduction
Locked-in syndrome (LIS) is a neuromuscular disorder described as near-complete paralysis with
preserved awareness and cognition [1]. Patients with LIS are left with very few degrees of freedom
ranging from restricted eye movement (classic LIS) to complete immobility (total LIS) [2]. The most
common cause of LIS is a stroke or a traumatic brain injury (31%) or a cerebrovascular disease (52%) [3].
According to Blain et al. [4], more than half a million people worldwide are affected by LIS. Once an LIS
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patient has become medically stable, his/her life span can be significantly prolonged. With very minor
chances of motor recovery and poor quality of life, healthy individuals and medical experts often find
themselves wondering if such a life is worth fighting for [5]. Recent advances in Brain–Computer
Interfaces (BCI) can potentially redefine the quality of life (QoL) of such patients by providing them
with muscle independent communication channel to communicate and interact with their environment.
When considering a BCI for a speech-deprived patient, one must also take into account the nature of the
patient’s impairment. Interfaces that rely on movement of non-vocalized articulators or minimal control
of muscles for restoration of communication are not feasible for those suffering from LIS. Non-invasive
BCIs currently available for such patients are mostly limited to those based on Electroencephalographic
(EEG) signals with many challenges [6]. An alternative technique based on Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
(NIRS) may be used to create BCIs with potentially less challenges due to the non-electric properties of
the response.
Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS), a relatively recent non-invasive neuroimaging technique [7,8],
makes use of electromagnetic radiation in near-infrared region (650–900 nm) [9] in order to measure
functional activation in cortical areas 1–3 cm beneath the scalp [10]. Among dominant chromophores
that also happen to be biologically relevant markers for brain function are oxy-hemoglobin (O2Hb) and
deoxy-hemoglobin (HHb) [11]. NIRS has emerged during the last decade as a promising non-invasive
neuroimaging technique and has been used to map different areas of the brain including primary motor
cortex [12], visual [13], as well as cognitive and language functional areas [8,14–21]. Naito et al. [22]
presents a study conducted on 40 Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patients including 17 in
locked-in state in order to investigate the use of high-level cognitive tasks as a control signal for a BCI.
Single-channel measurements were recorded over the prefrontal cortex while participants performed
mental tasks corresponding to ‘yes’/‘no’ in response to a series of questions. Instantaneous amplitude
and phase of the NIRS signal were selected as features and a non-linear discriminant classifier was used
to achieve an average classification accuracy of 80% (for 23 out of 40 participants). While EEG-BCIs
haven’t succeeded in breaking the silence of Completely Locked-in (CLI) patients [23], a recent clinical
study [24] presents a Class IV case evidence proving that NIRS-BCIs could significantly improve the
QoL of such people by allowing them to regain basic communication. Nevertheless, studies focusing
on directional actions, which might be beneficial for moving in space, are lacking.
In this study, we worked out the feasibility of detecting user’s intention by decoding his/her
speech. We reasoned that if a small set of overtly/covertly said words can reliably generate
hemodynamic activity discernible with NIRS, then a control paradigm based on speech may be
implemented into future NIRS-BCIs. Therefore, the aim was to investigate if an intuitive BCI based on
NIRS can be created that may ultimately pave the way for the rehabilitation of patients suffering from
neuromuscular disorders such as LIS for improved QoL.
2. Materials and Methods
Among several choices related to signal acquisition for speech classification that were made
during this study, two aspects are worth mentioning: (1) Broca’s area (speech center) was chosen as
it plays an important role in speech processing [25] and as activation within this area is unavoidable
during speech [26]; (2) Use of six directional words i.e., Up, Down, Right, Left, Forward, and Backward,
since a navigational approach allows an intuitive control and also it is commonly used in many BCI
applications (e.g., selection of letters on a virtual keyboard [27] or navigation of a mouse [28] or a
wheelchair [29]).
2.1. Participants
Since the issue of language representation in bilinguals is still a topic of debate [30], it was chosen
to include only those participants that are monolingual speakers. Once the experiment was approved
by the “Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Committee of National University of Sciences and
Technology”, a total of eight healthy participants, aged between 23 and 29, were selected for the
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study. All of them gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Figure 1. A 12-channel square patch with an inter-optode distance of 3 cm was placed with T3 on one
Figure 1. A 12-channel square patch with an inter-optode distance of 3 cm was placed with T3 on one
end and F7 on the other. An estimation of the underlying anatomical structures is also shown with
end and F7 on the other. An estimation of the underlying anatomical structures is also shown with
Broca’s area highlighted. The head diagram is available at [35].
Broca’s area highlighted. The head diagram is available at [35].
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The participants were guided through the experiment by a low-frequency sound (300 Hz, 0.5 s
in duration) that instructed them to open their eyes, read the word and either overtly or covertly say
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Figure 2. An example of the experiment layout showing the two sessions, overt/covert blocks
Figure 2. An example of the experiment layout showing the two sessions, overt/covert blocks (8 min)
(8 min) alternating with the relaxation periods (2 min) and a zoomed-in view of the sub-blocks
alternating with the relaxation periods (2 min) and a zoomed-in view of the sub-blocks (30 s; 30
(30 s; 30 repetitions of a word). The figure is not drawn to scale.
repetitions of a word). The figure is not drawn to scale.
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2.4. Data Analysis
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Prior to feature extraction and classification, the data was transformed into examples.
Prior to feature extraction and classification, the data was transformed into examples. Recall that
Recall that NIRS signals corresponding to each spoken word were recorded as ten data points
NIRS signals corresponding to each spoken word were recorded as ten data points (sampling
(sampling frequency = 10 Hz; see Section 2.2) in a 12-dimensional space (12 channels). To convert
frequency = 10 Hz; see Section 2.2) in a 12-dimensional space (12 channels). To convert each of these
each of these 10 × 12 matrices into an example, the rows were horizontally stacked to create a
10 × 12 matrices into an example, the rows were horizontally stacked to create a 120-dimensional
120-dimensional feature vector. This created a total of 30 examples per each sub-block.
feature vector. This created a total of 30 examples per each sub-block.
Scikit-learn library [37] was used for feature extraction and classification analysis. To start with,
Scikit-learn library [37] was used for feature extraction and classification analysis. To start with,
each feature was individually scaled to a range between 0 and 1. To reduce the dimensionality of
each feature was individually scaled to a range between 0 and 1. To reduce the dimensionality of the
the data, and thus reduce the chances of overfitting, principle component analysis (PCA), with all
data, and thus reduce the chances of overfitting, principle component analysis (PCA), with all
parameters set to default values, was used. Since none of the components was excluded, it was
parameters set to default values, was used. Since none of the components was excluded, it was a
a loss-less change of the coordinate system to a subspace spanned by the samples/examples.
loss-less change of the coordinate system to a subspace spanned by the samples/examples. For
For classification, Support Vector Machine (SVM), with radial basis function as kernel, was used.
classification, Support Vector Machine (SVM), with radial basis function as kernel, was used. To
To simulate a pseudo-online BCI, the unshuffled trials of each class were split into two parts, first 80%
simulate a pseudo-online BCI, the unshuffled trials of each class were split into two parts, first 80%
of the trials were used for training while last 20% were used for testing. To search for the optimal C
of the trials were used for training while last 20% were used for testing. To search for the optimal C
and γ hyper parameters of the SVM, two-dimensional grid search using nested 3-fold cross-validation
and γ hyper parameters of the SVM, two-dimensional grid search using nested 3-fold
was implemented.
cross-validation was implemented.
Two types of classification analysis were performed i.e., general classification and pair-wise
Two types of classification analysis were performed i.e., general classification and pair-wise
classification. In general classification, three different classification strategies were considered:
classification. In general classification, three different classification strategies were considered: (1)
(1) binary classification of overt and covert (DiffOvCov); (2) multi-class classification of overt words
binary classification of overt and covert (DiffOvCov); (2) multi-class classification of overt words
(SepOv) and (3) multi-class classification of covert words (SepCov). Since DiffOvCov was a binary
(SepOv) and (3) multi-class classification of covert words (SepCov). Since DiffOvCov was a binary
classification problem, the chance-level performance was 50%; for SepOv and SepCov six-class
classification problem, the chance-level performance was 50%; for SepOv and SepCov six-class
problems, the chance-level was at 16.67%. For multi-class classification, one vs. rest (or one vs. all)
problems, the chance-level was at 16.67%. For multi-class classification, one vs. rest (or one vs. all)
method was used. In pairwise classification, the analysis was performed while concentrating on a
method was used. In pairwise classification, the analysis was performed while concentrating on a
pair of words within overt and covert classes e.g., overt UP vs. overt DOWN. Considering all possible
pair of words within overt and covert classes e.g., overt UP vs. overt DOWN. Considering all possible
combinations, a total of fifteen pairs and thus fifteen binary classification problems were created for
combinations, a total of fifteen pairs and thus fifteen binary classification problems were created for
each of overt and covert classes. The purpose of this analysis was to investigate which pairs of words
each of overt and covert classes. The purpose of this analysis was to investigate which pairs of words
are most differentiable based on patterns of activity and thus show highest classification performance.
are most differentiable based on patterns of activity and thus show highest
To determine whether the classification accuracy is statistically significantly different from
classification performance.
chance-level, one-sample t-test was performed. The statistical significance was established by
To determine whether the classification accuracy is statistically significantly different from
comparing the probability (p-value) under the null hypothesis with the significance level of 0.05.
chance-level, one-sample t-test was performed. The statistical significance was established by
comparing the probability (p-value) under the null hypothesis with the significance level of 0.05. For
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72.22/81.94
87.50/86.11
87.50/86.11
97.22/100.00
97.22/100.00
52.78/88.89
66.67/84.72
52.78/88.89
91.67/77.78
66.67/84.72
93.06/94.44
91.67/77.78
78.82/88.19
93.06/94.44
11.15/28.41
78.82/88.19
<0.001

20.03/12.36
<0.001

11.15/28.41
<0.001

Classifying
pairs of active classes revealed that the most separable pair is dependent on the
3.2. Pairwise
Classification
speech modality (covert vs. overt) and signal modality (HHb vs. O2Hb). Using O2Hb, the pairs
of active
that±the
most and
separable
pair is dependent
the
withClassifying
the highestpairs
accuracy
wereclasses
<Right,revealed
Left: 99.48
1.47%>
<Left, Backward:
98.96 ± on
2.95%>
speech
modality
(covert
vs.
overt)
and
signal
modality
(HHb
vs.
O2Hb).
Using
O2Hb,
the
pairs
with
for overt and covert speech, respectively. When using HHb, the pairs with the highest accuracy
the
highest
were±<Right,
± 1.47%>
and <Left,
2.95%>
for covert
overt
were
<Up,accuracy
Down: 99.48
1.47%>Left:
and99.48
<Left,
Forward:
99.48Backward:
± 1.47%>98.96
for ±overt
and
and
covert
speech,
respectively.
When
using
HHb,
the
pairs
with
the
highest
accuracy
were
<Up,
speech, respectively.
Down: 99.48 ± 1.47%> and <Left, Forward: 99.48 ± 1.47%> for overt and covert speech, respectively.
4. Discussion
4. Discussion
This study focused on the classification accuracies in order to assess the feasibility of a NIRS
This
focusedason
the classification
in order toexploiting
assess the
of aofNIRS
based
BCIstudy
with speech
a control
source. To accuracies
our best knowledge,
thefeasibility
advantages
NIRS
based
BCI with speech
as a control
source.
To ourfrom
best knowledge,
advantages
of NIRS
for identification
of multiple
distinct
outcomes
speech on aexploiting
relatively the
localized
area—Broca’s
for identification of multiple distinct outcomes from speech on a relatively localized area—Broca’s
area—as a control scheme for a BCI forms a novel approach. In general, no statistically significant
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area—as a control scheme for a BCI forms a novel approach. In general, no statistically significant
differences were observed in the classification outcomes for HHb and O2Hb, which emphasizes that
the choice of an absorber is not of great importance. The average classification accuracy for each
of the combination of classes was comparable to those achieved by Holper and Wolf [38] in similar
studies. They used an LDA classifier to discriminate between motor imagery (MI) simple and complex
finger tapping using a 3-channel template around F3 on 12 participants while we used SVM to classify
overt and covert speech events using a 12-channel template around T3 and F7 on 8 participants.
They used hand-crafted features such as mean, variance and skewness while we used unsupervised
PCA-based feature reduction. They only used a single best performing channel for feature extraction
and classification while we used all 12 channels.
Although the laterality of Broca’s area can vary, especially for left handers, as shown in an
MRI study by Keller et al. [34], it could not be observed in this study. One reason for relatively low
classification accuracies in SepOv and SepCov might be the length of the experiment. Even though it
was kept as short as possible, it was still longer than the time any participant could refrain from using
their inner voice and consequently unintentionally produce covert speech. Moreover, sitting in a dark
room with no lights lit and their eyes closed might leave the participants in a daydreaming state which
was also reported as a source of problem in a similar study by Herrmann et al. [39].
Detailed investigation in the form of pair-wise comparisons based on classification accuracies
allowed us to find best pairs of overtly/covertly spoken words for each of the participants and
absorbers. The most separable pair among all overt and covert events turned out to be covert <Right,
Left> with O2Hb as an absorber. However, with HHb, the overt <Up, Down> pair was found to be as
discriminable as covert <Left, Forward>. This is an important finding because many studies [38,40]
tend to use O2Hb due to its high amplitude response. This shows that the size of the response does
not necessarily mean greater discriminative capability.
Limitations
One important limitation of this study is its inclusion of healthy participants while the target
users are patients with neuromuscular disorders and thus, the results cannot be generalized to patients.
It is very sensible to expect a drop in performance but this decline will also depend on a number of
other factors including severity of impairment, experimental design, and NIRS classification pipeline.
Also, normal skin blood flow under the electrodes could have contributed differently towards the
performance, this need to be taken in to future studies. Another limitation that needs to be overcome
before moving on to a real-world implementation has to do with the processing of signals. Whereas the
proposed classification pipeline turned out to be very important in assessing the feasibility of a novel
BCI, the processing was done offline. Keeping in view however, the simplicity of the proposed feature
extraction and classification pipeline, it is expected that online implementation will be equally feasible.
5. Conclusions
This study investigates an intuitive BCI paradigm based on NIRS and demonstrates that speech
can be harnessed as an intuitive control source for a NIRS-BCI. The study also demonstrates that
Broca’s area can be used to differentiate between overt and covert speech regardless of words with
binary classification accuracy up to 95%, between six overtly spoken words with classification accuracy
up to 88%, and between six covertly spoken words with classification accuracy up to 87%.
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